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Fusion 16

Listing towards Effective Globalization

It was difficult for me to maintain a separation of these next two Fusions. This

Fusion 16 might have been just a list: a list - to grow over decades and centuries - of

those effectively  caring for the global glow of meaning.  Then Fusion 17, now just1 2

completed, would be a why-pointing. But it seemed eventually worthwhile to invite a

pause at the beginning of this Fusion over the meaning of the list and of entering the

list, entering the lists.

Throwing in the plural there nudges us to be more luminous about the list and

the lists, the what-is-at-stake, the combat-place that is history. A dictionary helps here,

with its usual spectrum of meanings of list. Reading note 17 of Fusion 17 helps too, with

its point about the revolution of the masses, of commonsense men and women.  My3

appeal is to all who care, not just to scholars and scientists. Gradually, through a

We are the heart here of the reach of the new society, as will be clearer from Fusion 17.1

The search is for a critical mass of Lonergan students or non-students involved someway in
implementation, or in the eighth functional specialty, in being effective in villages of Ireland or
Gaza or Afghanistan. The muddled and fragmented searches for meaning, so regularly and
brutally separated from the street and the ‘hood, begin to cry out for this within the sick academy.
For an elementary view of this cry, see chapter 1 of the Website book, Method in Theology:
Revisions and Implementations. One can come to see Lonergan’s cry  for functional collaboration
as a foster father’s cry merging with history’s mother-cry for this refined global care.

The full concrete reality of that care is to emerge only slowly in history and the2

everlasting. It gives an ultimate meaning to list and listings: “The music of the spheres! List, my
Marina  .... Rarest sounds! Do you not hear?” (Pericles, V.i.228-10); see the final note in this
essay. 

In the later stage of meaning, perhaps in a hundred years or so, common sense is to have,3

or incarnately be, a commonsense version of non-truncated subjectivity. Then the Childout
Principle (See Cantower 41, “Doctrines and Policies”) will be a dominant principle of
education. The principle can be popularly stated: “When teaching children geometry one is
teaching children children”, but to make it a reality of the home-plate demands a massive shift of
education and the education of educators.     
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transformation of education from kindergarten on,  all who care will be within the4

common sense of Field Nocturnes Cantower 101.  And those who care deeply will be5

within a context that gives full Field  meaning to the word listing: they will have6

ingested Chapter 20 of Insight in the context of all of Lonergan’s writings,  and rewritten7

Where might we begin that education? I recall the first presentation of the essays that are4

to be found under the title (believe it or not, the number emerged by accident!), FNC 101 (Field
Nocturnes CanTower 101) was in Seoul, Korea, where my best audience were teachers of tiny
tots. The essays there are titled Eldorede - Old-speak towards an Eldorado - and the key essays
for teaching, or learning, as a beginner are (see the Website under Eldorede), Eldorede 7-10.
Eldorede 7: “Lonergan’s Educational Philosophy: A Basis; Eldorede 8: “Lonergan’s Educational
Philosophy”; Eldorede 9, “Education and the Emergence of Functional Specialization,” Eldorede
10, “Applying Lonergan’s Suggestions about Education”. See also, the conclusion of note 7
below.

Finding one’s way round the Cantowers, originally to have been a million words of 1175

essays to parallel Ezra Pound’s effort in his Cantos, grew to be 158 essays. The development and
structure of the Cantowers is laid out in FNC 43, but I intend to add a guide to their use in
SGEME 2, “A Guide to the Cantowers”. See notes 7 and 8 below for pieces of that guiding.

See Phenomenology and Logic, the index under Field. “The field is the universe, but my6

horizon defines my universe” (ibid., 199).

In note 4 I wrote of a beginner’s start. Here I mention a possible starting place for those7

who have, for example,  ventured into Insight already. The adventure of reading Insight chapters
1 - 5 is placed in a more challenging context  of 5 Cantowers that parallel these chapters:
Cantowers 27-31.

 Then there is a more advanced set of suggestions about education in my series of four
articles in Divyadaan. It is as well to list them here for reference:
[1] “The Reform of Classroom Performance”, Divyadaan. Journal of Philosophy and Education,
(13) 2002, 279-309.
[2] “The Wonder of Water: The Legacy of Lonergan”, Divyadaan. Journal of Philosophy and
Education, (15) 2004, 457-75.
[3] “How might I become a better teacher?”, Divyadaan. Journal of Philosophy and Education,
(16) 2005, 359-82.
[4] “What Do You Want?”, Divyadaan. Journal of Philosophy and Education, (17) 2006,248-71.
               I should add that the strategy suggested is being concretely implemented in Ontario
Canada through the school-use of the text, Introducing Critical Thinking, (John Benton,
Alessandra Drage and Philip McShane, Axial Publishing, Canada, 2005). That book is a source
book for the extension of the view presented above to various other topics in education.

mailto:pmcshane@shaw.ca
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together in their neuromolecules the book that Lonergan anticipated but never wrote.  8

Humanity’s listing, lystan,  demands that we build a ship, a Tower of Able.  The ship9 10

must list towards the unknown wave-solution in a voyage that is strangely

“transformed from a bipolar to a tripolar conjunction of opposites,”  a conjunction that11

In Part One of the biography of Lonergan (see note of fusion 17) Pierrot Lambert tells8

the sad story of Lonergan’s frustrated hope of writing a second volume to follow Insight, in the
early 1950s, titled Faith and Insight. It would have cut down on the massive task handed on from 
him by that disturbing paragraph of Method in Theology 287: it follows his identification of
serious readers of Insight: “From such a broadened basis one can go on to a developed account of
the human good, values, beliefs, to the carriers , elements, functions, realms, and stages of
meaning, to the question of God, of religious experience, its expression, its dialectic
development.” How we might face that challenge is illustrated by Field Nocturnes 1-41, 200
pages inviting a fresh reading of another solitary paragraph of the solitary thinker, “Study of the
organism begins ....” (Insight 464[489]). 

I am tracking here an origin of the word list in the Old English, lystan, reaching back to9

the base of lust, of desire, appetite. Relate this to the pointers of note 14 below, the integral
molecular reach of the human animal. We need to rescue lust from the meanness of legislations
in various religious traditions. We must, indeed, face the oddness of that strange woman, Colette.
See Julia Kristeva, Colette, translated by Jane Marie Todd, Columbia University Press, New
York, 2004. I would have you note seriously  the subtitle of Kristeva’s book, “the flesh of the
world”, and also Kristeva’s frontispiece quotation from Merleau-Ponty’s  The Visible and the
Invisible centering on “that innate anonymity of Myself that we call flesh .... Flesh is .... an
element of Being”. More on this in Field Nocturne 23, “Here Hear”. 

A diagram, named W3,  of the Tower of Able is available in various writings pertaining10

to different contexts. So, I place it in the context of Zen searching in Music That Is Soundless. A
Fine Tuning for the Lonely Bud A, Axial Publications, 2005, 130.  In the context of a
consideration of academic  retirement you can find it in my essay “The Importance of Rescuing
Insight”, The Importance of Insight. Essays in honour of Michael Vertin, edited by John J.Liptay
and David S.Liptay, University of Toronto Press, 2007, 205. In the context of other diagrams one
finds it on the Website  in Prehumous 2, “Metaphysics and Metagrams”. 

Insight 728[749].11
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is strictly ineffable,  weaving round and in an unobjective God.12 13

           But I am, in that last sentence, mixing metaphors and mulling meanings

elusively, pointing integrally  to a later genetic and phyletic listing to the “the music of14

the spheres.”  So, let us begin our list, our listing, our listings. 15

Do you wish your name to be on it?

The point is made in thesis 12 of The Incarnate Word [in process of publication] and12

places the consideration of supernatural being and exigence (see the index of Phenomenology
and Logic) in a richer context.

 “On what I have called the primary and fundamental meaning of the name, God, God is13

not an object.” (Method in Theology, 342). The point takes on enormous significance in the effort
to conceive of an everlasting circumincessional eschatology. 

The reach of Lonergan towards conceiving of the subject-as-subject in the conclusion of14

Phenomenology and Logic points towards a development of the mediation of the subject’s
integration in the third stage of meaning as dominated by the fourth stage. I shall deal with the
topic in a later SGEME titled “The Liberal Arts as the Core of Future Sciences,.” more briefly
titled “Liberal Arts the Core of Knowledge,” LACK, to relate it to an expansion of the book,
Lack in the Beingstalk, (Axial Publications, 2007).   

Shakespeare, Pericles, V.i. 228. On this play, see the conclusion of chapter 2, Lack in15

the Beingstalk.
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Appendix

SGEME Membership November 20, 2009

Bruce Anderson bruce.anderson@smu.ca

Russell Baker rssllbkr@citenet.net

Judy Barrett jbarr2002@aol.com 

Greg Barron gbarron@barron-industries.com

Jeannie Beks harrybeks@yahoo.ca

Margaret Benefiel mbenefiel@executivesoul.com   

John Benton jbjh@sympatico.ca

Jeremy Blackwood jeremy.blackwood@marquette.edu 

Frank Braio frankbraio@optionline.net 

Pat Brown brownp@seattleu.edu

Jonathan Carraher jcarraher@gutenberg.edu  

Lowell Cochrane lowell.cochrane@gmail.com

Larry Cooley lacooley@mts.net 

John Dadosky john.dadosky@utoronto.ca

Patrick Daly patrick.daly@roadrunner.com

Alicia Del Frate aliciadelfrate@gmail.com

Ciaran Dolphin c.dolphin@wrc-research.ie

Robert Doran b.doranca@yahoo.ca 

Frank Dorr frankdorr@eircom.net 

Sandy Drage sandy.drage@telus.net

James Duffy james.duffy@itesm.mx

Maxim Faust mfaust@videotron.ca

Adrial Fitzgerald adrial.fitzgerald@gmail.com

Jack Flanagan jack@therockspractice.com 

Frank Fletcher fjfletcher@chevaliercentre.org

Michael George mgeorge@stu.ca

Chandell Gosse chandellgosse@gmail.com

Denise Graham denisegraham1@hotmail.com

Lance Grigg lance.grigg@uleth.ca

Lucio Guasti luciogua@tin.it

Tom Halloran tom@polymedia.com.au

Scott Halse scott.halse@mail.mcgill.ca

Michele Harland snowowl@ns.sympatico.ca

Seamus Haughey seamushaughey@ireland.com

Robert Henman rohenman50@hotmail.com

Olive Henman rohenman50@hotmail.com

John Horsman horsman@gonzaga.edu

Tim Hosterman thosterman@eastlink.ca

Paul Hoyt-Connor phoytoconnor@hotmail.com

Glenn Hughes ghughes@stmarytx.edu

Eunrim Kang filly0727@hotmail.com

Anthony Kelly anthonykel@gmail.com 
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Agnes Kim agnesgwkim@gmail.com

Chae Kim chaekim@sogang.ac.kr

Catherine King cb.king@verizon.net

Robin Koning rkoning@jtc.edu.au 

Paul LaChance plachance@cse.edu

Pierrot Lambert pierrotlambert@videotron.ca

Angel Lamuno angel.lamuno@mac.com

Richard Liddy liddyric@shu.edu

John Little jdlittle@ozemail.com.au 

Peter MacCulloch petermac@towermedia.net 

Joan MacLeod jmacleod@portofhalifax.ca

Sean McNelis smcnelis@fastmail.com.au

Fiona McShane mayamana@iercom.net

Phil McShane pmcshane@shaw.ca

Sally McShane smcshane8@shaw.ca

Derek Melchin dbianchimelchin@ustpaul.ca

Ken Melchin kmelchin@ustpaul.ca

Hugo Meynell hugomeynell@shaw.ca

George Mihalik george.mihalik@student.shu.edu

Cecilia Moloney crmoloney@gmail.com

Luis Moreno luism@changearchitects.ca

Doug Mounce mounce@uw.edu

Brendan Nolan brendan.nolan@rogers.com  

Conn O’Donovan codonovan@riverview.nsw.edu.au

Darlene O’leary darlene_oleary@hotmail.com

Gerard O’Reilly gerard@fianchetto.co.uk

Matthew Ogilive mogilvie@nd.edu.au 

Cyril Orji orjicyri@notes.udayton.edu

David Oyler david.w.oyler@aexp.com

Thecla Park theclayspark@gmail.com

Terry Quinn tjcquinn@gmail.com

John Raymaker jaraymaker@aol.com

Janna Rosales janna.rosales@gmail.com

Dick Ross ross.dick@gmail.com

Anthony Russo anthonyrusso@mindspring.com 

Joanne Sherrard joannesherrard@gmail.com

Michael Shute mshute@mun.ca

Francisco Sierra fsierra@javeriana.edu.ca

Carla Streeter streeter@slu.edu  

Therese Tynan therese.tynan@yahoo.com

Gerry W almsley g.walmsley1@staugustine.ac.za

Pierre W halon bppwhalon@aol.com 

Jeremy W ilkins jwilkin@stthom.edu

Mary Beth Yount mb_h27@hotmail.com 

Bill Zanardi williamz@admin.stedwards.edu


